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Abstract
With deep learning based image analysis getting popu-
lar in recent years, a lot of multiple objects tracking ap-
plications are in demand. Some of these applications (e.g.,
surveillance camera, intelligent robotics, and autonomous
driving) require the system runs in real-time. Though recent
proposed methods reach fairly high accuracy, the speed
is still slower than real-time application requirement. In
order to increase tracking-by-detection system’s speed for
real-time tracking, we proposed confidence trigger detec-
tion (CTD) approach which uses confidence of tracker to de-
cide when to trigger object detection. Using this approach,
system can safely skip detection of images frames that ob-
jects barely move. We had studied the influence of different
confidences in three popular detectors separately. Though
we found trade-off between speed and accuracy, our ap-
proach reaches higher accuracy at given speed.
1. Introduction
Object detection has become a popular topic since the
deep learning model’s performance of image classification
is better than any previous methods in ILSVRC(2012) [8,
19, 20]. Many researchers has started to use deep learning
approaches to analyze images. Since a video consists of a
continuous sequence of image frames, the methods in video
analysis are related to image analysis and the new proposed
approaches in image analysis can be used in video analysis.
In video analysis, besides analyzing images, it is significant
to explore association [1, 16, 25, 26] among image frames.
Tracking multiple objects [27] has many practical appli-
cations [2]: surveillance camera, intelligent robotics, and
autonomous driving. Most of the recent studies have fo-
cused on tracking-by-detection [15] which requires detect-
ing, tracking, and objects association. First, the detector
detects objects in each image frame. Then, the tracker uses
the information detected in the previous frame to predict the
current status of the object. Lastly, building objects associ-
ation using the locations and features provided by both the
detector and tracker [11].
To put such systems into real-world practices require
both high tracking accuracy and real-time performance [5].
Although there has been a large number of algorithms pro-
posed for multiple objects tracking in recent years, very
few of these algorithms can achieve real time performance.
From the leaderboard of MOTChallenge [17], we can ob-
serve trade-offs between speed and accuracy among the
differrent tracking algorithms proposed. High speed (Hz)
in lower results in lower multiple object tracking accuracy
(MOTA) and higher MOTA results in lower speed.
Skipping particular number of detection in image frames
is a commonly used way to increase the speed. The sys-
tem could also skip all the frames until it is ready after each
tracking assignment [9]. Since the total amount of comput-
ing is decreased, the time complexity of the system is in-
creased. However, this method has defects to the accuracy
of tracking system [7]. For example, some critical images
get skipped and the tracking objects shift to a new location
or even get lost in a sudden.
Inspired by skipping frame, we proposed an approach
that uses the confidence of object association to trigger the
object detection. Using this approach, system safely skips
the detection of image frame in which objects have small
movement. It triggers a new detection if any objects’ lo-
cation between prediction and detection is large. Thus,
our proposed approach decreases the time complexity of
the system. The defects of accuracy is much lower than
skipping a fixed number of image frames. Specifically, the
confidence is inferred when associating the objects. The
confidence is low if the distance between the prediction of
tracker and detection of the detector is long. Compared with
vanilla skipping frame, our approach has high accuracy at
the certain speed. In this paper, we demonstrate the ben-
efits of this approach using three different object detection
models (YOLOv3 Tiny [22, 23], MobileNet-SSD1 [10], and
SqueezeNet [12]).
1https://github.com/chuanqi305/MobileNet-SSD
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2. Related Work
2.1. Tracking-by-detection
Tracking-by-detection contains a detector and a tracker.
For each image frame, the detector detects and locates all
the objects. Tracker predicts current objects’ location us-
ing the previous state provided by detector. Then associ-
ating objects information provided by detector and tracker.
Finally, updating the state of the tracker for object predic-
tion in next image frame [3]. The tracking-by-detection
performs better accuracy because tracker’s bias could be
quickly fixed with up-to-date detector information.
2.2. Real-time Object tracking
It is impossible to use a certain speed to describe real-
time performance of all videos because the different cam-
era capture the video in different speed. But it is totally ac-
ceptable to describe a system performs a real-time tracking
if the output speed surpasses input speed [14]. Otherwise,
the delay of output aggregated and then the video and real
event are out of sync. One common way to achieve real-
time performance is to skip all the image frames until the
system is ready for next image frame. An improvement of
this method suggests to skip a fixed number of images af-
ter each tracking assignment. But it may skip critical image
frames in which objects move in fast speed. As a result, the
accuracy decrease dramatically.
Our approach increases the speed by skipping detection
in some image frame as well. But we introduce confidence
to actively trigger a new detection which can quickly fix the
bias. We will keep running tracker in each image frame such
that we know how further are tracker’s predictions away
from latest detection. This difference of distance will be
used to infer confidence. Comparing to skipping a fixed
number of image frames, our approach skips less important
images frame in which objects have small movement. As a
result, we could use the confidence to trigger the detection
before bias growing high and help system performs faster.
2.3. Lightweight Detectors
Deep learning based lightweight detectors usually have
fewer parameters or have less pass of computation. Com-
paring with heavier detector, the lightweight detector per-
forms faster, but has less accuracy. We will use three differ-
ent level lightweight detectors (YOLOv3 Tiny, MobileNet-
SSD, and SqueezeNet) in this paper. The speed of tracking-
by-detection system using these detectors are 10.915 Hz,
15.604 Hz, and 21.673 Hz respectively. Then we will apply
CTD in each system to reach real-time performance. The
frame of test videos are 20 FPS.
2.3.1 YOLOv3 Tiny
YOLOv3 is an upgraded version of YOLO [23]. It changes
to use a more complex backbone for feature extraction [23].
To better detect small objects, YOLOv3 adds Feature Pyra-
mid. Since YOLOv3 scans the images in one round, its time
complexity is much smaller than heavier detectors (e.g., R-
CNN [6]). Using YOLOv3, the system reaches the highest
MOTA (0.328), but with lowest speed (10.915 Hz).
2.3.2 MobileNet-SSD
MobileNets are neural networks that perform efficiently. It
can also be used on mobile devices and reach a fairly high
accuracy [10]. SSD [18] uses VGG16 [24] to extract feature
maps. SSD classifies and locates objects in a single for-
ward pass. MobileNet-SSD combines SSD and MobileNets
which performs high speed and relatively high accuracy.
Using MobileNet SSD, the system reaches the 0.175 MOTA
and performs 15.604 Hz of speed.
2.3.3 SqueezeNet
SqueezeNet uses a squeeze layer and an expanded layer to
reach a really fast performance. The paper of SqueezeNet
provides a quantitative analysis to show that SqueezeNet
can be 510 times fewer parameters to reach the same ac-
curacy as AlexNet [13]. Using SqueezeNet, the system
reaches the lowest MOTA (0.094) but performs the fastest
(21.673 Hz).
2.4. Deep SORT
Deep SORT [25] is an extension of SORT [1] which
incorporates appearance information to match the objects.
Because of this, it is possible to track the objects even for
a long period of occlusion. Besides, It uses Mahalanobis
distance [4] to incorporate motion information.
In our approach, we choose to use Deep SORT for two
reasons. Firstly, Deep SORT can match the objects even
for long period occlusion. This is significant because this
can ensure objects can be matched after a proper number
of frames skipped. Secondly, we will use the Mahalanobis
distance to infer the low confidence to trigger detection.
3. Methodology
In this section, we will first give an overview of the
tracking-by-detection framework. Then, we will explain
how the system infers the low confidence status using Ma-
halanobis distance. Finally, we describe the work flow of
our proposed approach in this system.
3.1. Tracking-by-detection Framework
Figure 1 illustrates our tracking-by-detection framework
which is easy to integrate and combine different deep learn-
Figure 1: framework of tracking-by-detection, including seven modules. Live Video Stream provides a raw video stream
to track. MOT Processing Center receives live video stream and responses to data extracting and transmission. Detector
Warehouse storages pre-trained weights and corresponding models. Detector loads model and weights, then detect the image
if confidence is low. Tracker Warehouse storages the tracker and pre-trained weight and model if using deep learning based
tracker. Tracker loads tracker model, makes predictions, associated objects, and eventually output confidence. Output Video
shows raw video stream with tracking result of each detected objects. The units in blue typically exist in the tracking-by-
detection system. The units green are our proposed units that utilize the confidence to trigger detection.
ing based detectors and trackers. We will describe the re-
sponsibility of seven models in this framework below.
• Live Video Stream is a video capturing module that
captures the real-world video using camera devices or
loading video file in the local computer or uniform re-
source locator (URL) in remote devices. In this study,
we use local 2D video files provided by MOTChal-
lenge 2015 [17].
• MOT Processing Center processes image sequences
frame-by-frame in three different components: image
preprocessing, detection info processing, and tracking
info processing. Specifically, we tried to reduce the
noise and resizing the image for neural network in Im-
age Preprocessor unit. Detection Info Processing unit
discards the objects which are in low confidence. Then
it sends objects in high confidence to Tracker. As for
Tracking Info Processor, it embeds the location of ob-
jects on the image frame and decides when to send the
signal to the trigger detection.
• Detector Warehouse storages pre-trained weights and
corresponding models.
• Detector loads the selected model and weights during
initialization. Then detector detects objects in image
frame with a fixed frequency (e.g., detect after 5 image
frames) or gets triggered if low confidence condition
is matched. The detail of how tracker confidence work
with detector would be explained in section 3.3. In
our study, we use YOLOv3 Tiny, MobileNet-SSD, and
SqueezeNet as detection respectively.
• Tracker Warehouse storages both classic trackers and
pre-trained deep learning based trackers.
• Tracker loads selected tracker model during initializa-
tion. Then the tracker makes the prediction based on
current parameters. Tracker information get updated
in every image frame. Hungarian algorithm is used
to associate the objects detected by the detector and
predicted by the tracker. Then Mahalanobis distance
is used to associate motion information because the
Mahalanobis distance between prediction by tracker
Figure 2: flowchart of confidence trigger detection. There are two conditions to trigger detection: 1) a fixed detect frequency.
2) system is in low confidence. Reset counter to 0 if the either detection condition is matched, otherwise counter increment
by 1. The confidence is set to low if Mahalanobis distance is further than the threshold. The units in blue typically exist in
the tracking-by-detection system. The units green are our proposed units that utilize the confidence to trigger detection.
and new arrived location follows a specific probabil-
ity threshold of cumulative distribution function (cdf)
of inverse chi-square with four degrees of freedom. If
Mahalanobis distance is further, that means the tracker
is in low confidence, and an urgent detection is needed.
We will describe how to calculate the distance in de-
tail in section 3.2. In our paper, we will use the Deep
SORT which was proposed recently.
• Output Video contains both location and id of objects.
3.2. Confidence Inference
Firstly We followed the assignment strategy in Deep
SORT that uses Mahalanobis distance to incorporate states
in Kalman Filter and detection information. The Maha-
lanobis distance is defined as:
M(i, j)2 = (xj − yˆi)T (Si)−1(xj − yˆi) (1)
where i denotes the information at the i-th frame and j de-
notes the information at j-th frame. The xj is the matrix
of all the predicted bounding boxes at the j-th frame. The
yi and Si represent the mean and covariance of detected
bounding boxes. Mahalanobis distance follows a chi-square
distribution [4]. Therefore, given probability p and degrees
of freedom v, we can calculate the cdf of inverse of the chi-
square with degrees of freedom [21, 25] to get the distance
threshold of certain probability:
d = F−1(p|v) (2)
where p can be calculated using cdf, shown as equation (3).
p = F (x|v) =
∫ x
0
t(v−2)/2 exp(x/2)
2v/2Γ(v/2)
dt (3)
where Γ(·) represents the Gamma function. In our paper,
we will set the degrees freedom v as 4. Then we will evalu-
ate the performance of the model with different probability
p.
3.3. Workflow of Confidence Trigger Detection
Figure 2 demonstrates the flowchart of our proposed
approach in a tracking-by-detection system. Firstly, the
system initializes parameters. Specifically, it initialize the
counter as 0 and the confidence as low. This force the sys-
tem trigger a detection in the first round. Then, the sys-
tem captures the image frame from a video stream and pre-
processes the image frame, such as reducing noise and re-
sizing the image. Later on, the system decides to trigger
detection or directly make the prediction using the current
state in the tracker. The output of prediction and detec-
tion includes classes (i.e., pedestrian or background), confi-
dences, and bounding boxes location (i.e., x coordinate and
y coordinate of top left point, width, and height) of each ob-
ject detected. The information from detector and tracker are
used to associate objects using Hungarian algorithm. Then,
Mahalanobis distance is used to incorporate motion infor-
mation. After calculating Mahalanobis distance, we com-
pare it with the distance threshold d which is the inverse of
the chi-square cdf with degrees of freedom v and probability
p. If Mahalanobis distance is further than distance thresh-
old d, the confidence is lower than p. The confidence will be
set to low and trigger a new detection in the next round. Fi-
nally, the tracker gets updated and all tracking information
is added to the image frame for display. The confidence
status and counter status are sent back as the condition to
trigger detection for the next image frame.
4. Experiment
In this section, we will describe the video clips and mod-
els that are chosen for this study. Next, we will explain
the reason for such combination in detailed. Then, we will
demonstrate how CTD helps tracking-by-detection system
improve the performance at a certain speed. Lastly, we
compared the vanilla tracking-by-detection approach and
using CTD approach in multiple object tracking platform.
4.1. Setting
We developed the tracking-by-detection system followed
the framework described in section 3.1. We firstly choose
Deep SORT as the tracker because it performs in real-
time, the fewest number of identity switches and compet-
itive MOTA scores [25]. We chose three different per-
formance of detectors (i.e., YOLOv3 Tiny, MobileNets
SSD, and SqueezeNet). The integrated YOLOv3 Tiny, Mo-
bileNets SSD, and SqueezeNet perform 10.915 Hz, 15.604
Hz, 21.673 Hz of speed respectively. The similar tradeoff
also exists among these three model, the tracking accuracy
(MOTA) of the vanilla model in the system is 0.328, 0.175,
0.094 respectively.
We choose 2D video clips in MOTChallenge 2015 [17].
It provides 11 video clips for training and the other 11 video
clips for testing. The variations of target motion, camera
viewing angle, and pedestrian density in these video clips
are high. We study how different confidence threshold in-
fluences the accuracy and speed using the training dataset.
Then, we choose the confidence threshold with the best
accuracy and over 20 Hz speed (i.e., YOLOv3 Tiny with
detection frequency 4 and confidence threshold 30%) and
evaluate the accuracy and speed using testing dataset.
4.2. Trigger Detection in Low Confidence Condition
We use YOLOv3 Tiny to show the result due to its high
MOTA. To better distinguish which factor trigger the detec-
tion, we set the detection frequency as 10 because the detec-
tion is triggered by either counter reach detection frequency
or low confidence status. We observe that a new detection
is trigger at frame 55 and another detection is trigger due to
low confidence at frame 61. Thus, we use frame 55 to frame
61 to demonstrate our experiment.
Figure 3 shows how CTD work from frame 55 to frame
61. To better illustrate the result, we crop the image frames
and leave only two objects in the image. The white bound-
ing box is predicted by tracker using last states, and the blue
bounding box is detected by detection. There are two ob-
jects in this scenario. The system tag the man wearing a
black jacket and the woman with a baby as id 4 and id 2
respectively. The woman with the baby and other cropped
objects barely move during these image frames, and only
the man is moving to the right in relatively fast speed. As
a result, in this case, man in the black jacket is the target
that trigger low confidence condition. So we will focus on
analyzing the bounding boxes of the man below.
1. Trigger Detection. At frame 55, a new detection is
triggered. As a result of the bounding box of tracking
(white) shift to the bounding box of the detector (blue).
The previous bias between the bounding boxes quickly
fix. In this case, the confidence is strongly high.
2. High Confidence Frames. From frame 56 to frame
59, the blue bounding box stays still because the de-
tection gets skipped. However, the white bounding box
is still predicted by the tracker. The prediction shows
that the man is moving to the right with a rough speed
according to the motion of the man. Consequently,
the white bounding box is slightly moved to the right
frame by frame. The confidence is fairly high because
the bounding boxes are still close.
3. Detect Low Confidence. At frame 60, the white
bounding box keeps moving to the right and the blue
bounding box doesn’t change. But the white bounding
box exceeds the blue bounding box too much such that
confidence turns to low and trigger a detection in the
next image frame.
4. Trigger Detection. At frame 61, the blue bounding
box gets updated because a new detection is triggered
by the condition of low confidence. So the tracker’s
white bounding box shift to the detector’s blue bound-
ing box.
Based on the motion of bounding boxes from frame 55
to frame 61, we demonstrate that the CTD helps the system
to improve the speed by skipping the detections in some im-
age frames. In addition, according to the distance between
the white bounding box and blue bounding box, we find that
system only skips detection when the Mahalanobis distance
is close. Once the distance gets far away and confidence is
low, the detection is trigged in next image frame. Accord-
ingly, our proposed approach helps the system to skip the
detection at the image frame when objects have less move-
ment.
4.3. Tradeoff between Accuracy and Speed
Similar to the method of using a fixed detection fre-
quency, the CTD increases overall speed by skipping detec-
(a) Frame 55 (b) Frame 56 (c) Frame 57
(d) Frame 58 (e) Frame 59 (f) Frame 60
(g) Frame 61
Figure 3: tracking result from frame 55 to frame 61 using confidence trigger detection and image frames are cropped. There
are 2 objects detected in these image frames. The man wearing a black jacket is tagged with id 4 and the woman with a baby
are identified as id 2. The bounding boxes in white line are predicted by tracker, and the bounding boxes in the blue line are
detected by the detector. The detect frequency is 10, and the latest detection is at frame 55. Therefore, there is no detection
from frame 56 to frame 60. A detection is triggered by low confidence status at frame 61.
Table 1: Comparison of using and not using CTD model in 2D MOT 2015
Method MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ ID Sw. ↓ FP ↓ FN ↓ Runtime (Hz) ↑
EAMTTpub 22.3 70.8 5.4% 52.7 % 833 7924 38982 12.1
TraByDetOriginal (vanilla) 22.2 71.0 6.0% 47.9% 1371 4664 41767 8.1
SAS MOT15 22.2 71.1 3.1% 61.6% 1240 5591 41531 8.9
OMT DFH 21.2 69.9 7.1% 46.5% 1255 13218 34657 7.2
DCO X 19.6 71.4 5.1% 54.9 819 10652 38232 0.3
TraByDetRT (CTD) 19.5 70.6 5.1% 54.0% 1289 5115 43059 21.2
TC SIAMESETC SIAMESE 19.3 70.7 2.6% 67.5 294 6127 42596 13.0
RMOT 18.6 69.6 5.3% 53.3 684 12473 36835 7.9
TraByDetSF (skip frame) 18.3 70.5 5.0% 55.2 1280 5437 43465 22.9
ALExTRAC 17.0 71.2 3.9% 52.4 1859 9233 39933 3.7
tion at image frames. Therefore, this approach also has de-
fects to the accuracy. Therefore, we choose different confi-
dence threshold to study the tradeoff between accuracy and
speed using confidence trigger detection approach.
First of all, we will compare the speed of YOLOv3 de-
tector with different detection frequency and different confi-
dence threshold. We chose the integer from 1 to 11 as detect
frequency. We chose confidence threshold 10%, 30%, 50%,
70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100% (i.e., not using CTD) to
study. We choose 100% confidence threshold as a baseline
(a) Speed of Different Confidence Threshold
(b) Accuracy of Different Confidence Threshold
Figure 4: speed (Hz) and accuracy (MOTA) of different
confidence threshold change along with detect frequency.
We chose the integer from 1 to 11 as detect frequency and
10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100% as con-
fidence threshold. It worth mentioning that the system with
100% of confidence threshold is equivalence of not using
CTD. The detect frequency is 1 means detection is used for
each time frame whatever confidence threshold is. We take
100% confidence threshold as baseline since it doesn’t use
CTD.
for further comparison. Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows how the
speed (Hz) and accuracy (MOTA) change along with dif-
ferent detect frequency. We observed that 95% confidence
threshold was very close to baseline which has the highest
speed but lowest accuracy almost all the time. As confi-
dence threshold getting smaller, the speed increases smaller.
but also the accuracy decrease smaller.
Then we plot speed (Hz) and accuracy (MOTA) in the
same plot. Figure 5 (a) shows how accuracy changes along
with speed using YOLOv3 Tiny as the detector. We notice
that using CTD can increase the accuracy at a certain speed.
Furthermore, lower confidence threshold cannot reach fast
speed since the condition of low confidence is met easily.
Figure 5 (b) and (c) demonstrates that other level of de-
tectors (MobileNets SSD and SqueezeNet) have the similar
improvement.
(a) Accuracy of Different Speed (YOLOv3 Tiny)
(b) Accuracy of Different Speed (MobileNets SSD)
(c) Accuracy of Different Speed (SqueezeNet)
Figure 5: The accuracy (MOTA) of different confidence
threshold change along with speed . We chose 10%, 30%,
50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100% (i.e., not using CTD)
as confidence threshold. We take 100% confidence thresh-
old as baseline since it doesn’t use CTD. (a), (b), and (c) are
the result of different level of models. (a) YOLOv3 Tiny
has the highest accuracy but also has lowest speed. (b) Mo-
bileNets SSD performs average of accuracy and speed. (c)
SqueezeNet has lowest accuracy but has highest speed. It
performs in real-time without skipping any image frames.
Lastly, we submit the tracking result of three models to
2D MOT 2015. All the models are using YOLOv3 Tiny
as detector since it has the highest accuracy among these
model. Model #1 doesn’t use CTD and detects at each
image frame. Model #2 has real-time speed and best per-
formance; the confidence threshold is 30% and detects fre-
quency is 5. Model #3 doesn’t use CTD and its detect fre-
quency is 5.
Table 1 illustrates the result of using and not using CTD
in MOTChallenge. The TraByDetOr (vanilla) is the model
#1 which detect in every image frame. The TraByDetRT
(use CTD) represents model #2 which performs in real-time
and has the highest accuracy. The TraByDetSF (skip frame)
is model #3 which doesn’t use CTD and has the same detect
frequency as model #2
Comparing with the baseline model #1, model #2 and
model #3 have increased speed by 161.73%, 182.72% and
have decreased accuracy by 12.16%, 17.56% respectively.
Hence, the CTD approach improves speed by skipping the
detection with less accuracy decreased.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach that uses
the confidence of tracker for actively trigger detection. The
confidence is low if the prediction of the tracker is far away
from the detection. As a result, the system skips the de-
tection in some image frames. This approach increases the
speed of the tracking-by-detection system. Using CTD in
the system reaches a higher particular range of speed with a
much smaller accuracy drop comparing with skipping with
a fixed number of frames.
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